
Urgent Task of World Military in the Operation EndGame Times.
Really necessary war is entirely not the strong fake and decadent Ukraine war,but ESAS the
mass destructive Methane bomb and the Ocean seawater Temperature now both causing
coming our EXTINCTION.Also the vast area of deserts has been waiting the Greenization
by holistic agriculture.In order to rapidly cease Ukraine war,the unifield exposing deadly fake
is decisive to turn the upside down world ruled by NWO=NAZIS USA !!!. 2022/6/6

❶NAVY.
Marine Cloud Brightening: Prof Stephen Salter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiLE2c-FtC8
It is very feasible,while the ill will not to pay the experiment budget.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

❷ARMY.
Allan Savory: How to Green the Desert and Reverse Climate Change
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpTHi7O66pI
Don’t waste this,but haste !!,This might be a final gift by God?!!
Bamboo to Save the World | Pablo van der Lugt |
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wI_fdwCU_oc
Banboo grows and absorbs CO2 rapidly in a year?,and can be universal building materials.

❹Comprehensive Report on climate Engineering with the Policy Imprementation.
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
For long years when climate would not have visibly revealed the real threatening,they hesitated to strongly

and effectively warn climate risk ,when it had revelaed visibly,they had become silent with indicating it is too

late and with neglecting climate engineering.Both are fatally wrong and betrayal enough.

❸The operated Biden USA by evil NWO is
fatal to turn the world into our extinction.
Covid-the vaccine & Ukraine war are all
planed deadly fake in the operation
EndGame times the final survival one.

We could win by unified exposing the
planed deadly fake,now which has become
gradually known to all in the world wide.
This may be the final chance of do or die.
A possoble world policy the necessity to
survive is reported here, and it would be
possible depending on the collective
wisdom of the world, or only coming
extinction will wait.
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❺The Rapid Truce in Ukraine war has been intercepting by NWO.
The Rapid Eradication of Covid has been intercepting by NWO.

http://777true.net/The-Cause-of-Covid&the-Ukraine-War-were-Climate-Worsening.pdf
⑴Hidden Purpose of the Planed Ukraine War since 2014.
⒜Covid-the Vaccine may have planned to reduce global population as operation EndGame.
It may be hereafter that the real awful after effect of the vaccine would become evident.
Note the date of Ukraine war 2022/2/24 about when above symptom began being
accused. Thereby something large smoke screen become necessary for it.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/evidence-millions-deaths-serious-adverse-events-resulting-experimental-covid-19-injectio

ns/5763676?utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles

⒝The War is to weaken both Russia and Ukraine to become nation enough ruined.
Macgregor: Washington Wants War To Continue As Long As Possible In Hopes To
Overthrow Putin,March 16, 2022
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2022/03/16/macgregor_washington_wants_war_to_
continue_as_long_as_possible_in_hopes_to_overthrown_putin.html
Former Defence adviser(Trump presidency)told “the real goal of this entire thing is the
destruction of the Russian state and Vladimir Putin."
⒞The allied sanction against Russian turned to weaken also West nations.
https://www.unz.com/mwhitney/kissinger-nails-it-for-once/
the policy they are currently pursuing is hurting US allies and US interests.
⒟What NWO pusueing is damaging almost all the nation people in the world,but except
NWO themselve the wealthiest minor.It indicates few survive,while major not !!

⑵Thereby they never wish rapid truce in Ukraine war,but fact is upside down.
However it may be not that we had entirely lost winning way.Their special operation
(Covid-the Vaccine & Ukraine war)at this time is composed fo fragile multilayer fakes,
Each of those were exposed and defeated in each times at each local .
⑶We could win by the unified exposing the planned deadly fakes to global wide,
,now each of which has become gradually known to all in the world wide.

⑷It may be possible to win,however many tell that to keep winning is harder.
That is,coming desired better New World Oder design is decisive to accomplish real
winning.It depends on gathering global wisdom !!!
⑸What now we have known is that
people and the earth has been terribly damaged since thre recent years calamities.
Hence something treatment and fixing is urgently necessary.

The more details(but not complete) on the world political situation shall be discussed in
following report in 777true.net.
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